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New! This month, Wendy Jaroslawski, our club
president, will present An Introduction to
Social Networking. She'll bring us up to
date on popular services including Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and Plaxo. For those of
us who've been avoiding the whole issue,
she'll try to nudge us into the 21st Century
by showing us their value, and how to keep
in touch with family, friends and colleagues
using methods which may be more satisfying
than plain old-fashioned email. She'll
demonstrate how to create a Facebook
account, and since she is such an avid user
of many such sites, she'll be will be
anxious to share her experiences and hear
your questions and concerns.
President Wendy Jaroslawski will open the
meeting at 6:15PM, then Larry Burgher will
conduct a general Question/Answer session,
supplemented if time allows by
demonstrations of assorted useful utilities
and web sites.
This will out last meeting before our summer
break, no meetings in July and August due to
the hot weather and summer vacations.
See you at the meeting

by Dennis Fisher
Microsoft's announcement this week that it is preparing to end support for machines running Windows
XP SP2 not only represents a challenge for the thousands of businesses still running SP2, but also is the
end of an era for both Microsoft and its customers.
By the time Microsoft drops support for XP SP2 on July 13, Windows XP will be nearly nine years old.
The OS was released in August 2001 as a replacement for Windows 2000 and was the last full release
of Windows before Microsoft started its Trustworthy Computing effort. Very soon after the famous
memo from Bill Gates appeared, attention both inside and outside the company focused on hardening
Windows XP.
The first release of Windows XP was not seen as much of a security upgrade over Windows 2000, and
it became clear fairly quickly that it was going to need some serious help. And soon. Windows XP had a
firewall installed with it, but it was turned off by default and wasn't obvious to a lot of users.
- End of Support for XP SP2 is End of an Era
- MS Discovers Over 1,800 Office 2010 Bugs
- Windows Exploitation Part 2
Get News by Email!
With Service Pack 2 Microsoft set out to fix that and add a number of other security protections, as
well. It wasn't until 2004 that the final release of XP SP2 actually hit the streets. But when it did, it
represented a huge step forward in security for Windows users. It wasn't necessarily the feature set that
mattered as much as the fact that the protections were enabled by default and taken out of the users'
hands.
Not only did XP SP2 turn on the Windows Firewall by default, which was a major upgrade. But the
service pack also added hardware support for DEP (Data Execution Prevention), an important defense
against buffer overflow attacks. This was at a time when worms such as Code Red, Nimda and others
were tearing through networks around the world, exploiting memory vulnerabilities and paralyzing
systems.
The combination of these security features and the addition of the Windows Security Center, which
gave users a dashboard-type view of the status of their antivirus software, firewall and other
protections, was a milestone in desktop security. Microsoft has continued to add security features to
subsequent releases of Windows, but XP SP2 was the one that started it all.
And now, Microsoft is ending support for XP SP2, as well as for Windows 2000, a move that's been
anticipated for some time. (The company will still support SP3 for Windows XP.) It's a decision that
likely has as much to do with the company's interest in having customers upgrade to a new version of
Windows--or even a new machine entirely--as it does with the practical considerations of continuing to
provide patches and tech support for outdated OS versions. But that doesn't make it any less
problematic for organizations that have plenty of XP machines happily humming along.(cont P 4)
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As Byron Acohido points out, this is not an insignificant problem.
"Such desktop PCs and servers are still widely used in corporate networks globally. And as anyone
paying attention knows, infected PCs in corporate settings are in high demand by cyber gangs
controlling the botnets driving all forms of cybercrime. Botnets are used to spread spam, steal data,
hijack online bank accounts, commit click fraud and conduct denial-of- service attacks for extortion or
political reasons," Acohido writes.
Older machines often are prime targets for attackers, who know that these PCs are less likely to be fully
updated. But they're just as valuable to botmasters, spammers and other attackers as newer PCs are. A
win is a win, regardless of the victim's age.
For Microsoft and its customers, the end of support for XP SP2 is the end of the beginning of
Microsoft's security initiative.
Thanks Robert

Most of us like to play around with pictures - it's fun to see what you can do with different photographs.
And to do amazing things with digital photographs you need good image editing software, and there's a
lot of good image editing software, some of which is free.
One of the hardest things to do is to remove the background from a picture and overlay it on a different
background. But we've found a program that lets you use a technique Hollywood calls "blue screening"
to remove the background from one picture and overlay it on another picture and combine the two
pictures into one. We stumbled on FotoMix one day and gave it a try. We were amazed how easy it was
to use. We've been using Photoshop and Paintshop Pro (among others) for years and years, but removing
the background from a picture was tedious and tiring work - sometimes you had to do it pixel by pixel. It
was so time-consuming it wasn't fun at all.
FotoMix not only makes it very easy to remove the background from a photo, it makes it fun. You don't
even have to know anything about photo editing software to use it. The only limitation is your creativity.
We didn't have much time to hunt around for a couple good photos to work with, so we quickly chose a
picture of a child sitting in a rocking chair and a picture of an autumn scene. We remove the rocking
chair and background from the child's picture and overlaid it on the autumn scene. The whole procedure
took maybe 5 to 10 minutes. I would have taken hours with other image editing software. Anyway, here's
the result:
Now it's time to call upon the author of FotoMix to throw in his two-cents worth, we know you look
forward to this part, because it means our yammering is coming to an end. Take it away Mr. Fotomix:
"The easiest way to mix and manipulate your photos. FotoMix is a versatile program that allows you to
mix and manipulate different pictures, to create a wide variety of images.
Remove, add or alter backgrounds.Add or remove your loved and not so loved ones from your pictures.
Design eye-catching photo collages, illustrations, wallpapers, CD and DVD covers, and miscellaneous
Web graphics.Create photo montages by combining multiple pictures into a unique heirloom depicting
retrospectives of a birth, marriage, anniversary, etc.
Anything is possible.
The result is so high in quality that it is almost impossible to tell if the photo has been manipulated. Once
your creations are finished, you can print them, email them to friends or transfer them to T-shirts, mugs,
calendars, etc. Make the most out of your photo collection! Play with it. Explore the possibilities. You
will love it."
The author is right - you will love it, even if you've had no experience at all with photo editing software,
you will love FotoMix. You can read more about and/or download this week's freeware pick of the week,
called FotoMix (duh!) by visiting the FotoMix web site.
http://www.diphso.com/Diphso_ENG/FotoMix.html
Thanks Joyce and Karl

We are Looking for a space to conduct an information demo about LVPCUG
If you know of any place that is available to conduct an information demo about the
club Please contact Judy Ruf or send email to info@lvpcug.org. Needed are a table
space some chairs and an electrical outlet to plug in a laptop computer.
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